The Technopedia DejaCode Open Source Content Pack enables users to manage open source and third-party software components in DejaCode with Technopedia. With an enterprise asset reference source containing DejaCode license information, users can avoid compliance issues by having visibility into OSS deployments and exposure to a wide variety of license types.

The DejaCode Open Source Content Pack allows users to:
• Rapidly review OSS deployments and analyze by license type
• Take immediate remediation for OSS assets that may require license upgrade or replacement
• Identify OSS assets that may be approaching EOL (or have expired) and pose a security risk

What it Contains
The DejaCode Open Source Content Pack enriches Technopedia open source software assets with DejaCode identification and license information. Some of the key attributes provided by the DejaCode Open Source Content Pack are DejaCode Open Source ID, Universal Resource Name (URN), DejaCode Open Source License ID, and License Type. With Technopedia and DejaCode Open Source Content Pack, users can better manage OSS assets by license type for compliance and corporate governance.

Figure 1: Sample Analyzer report showing OSS Type, Category and License for leading software products
About Flexera
Flexera is reimagining the way software is bought, sold, managed and secured. We view the software industry as a supply chain, and make the business of buying and selling software and technology asset data more profitable, secure, and effective. Our Monetization and Security solutions help software sellers transform their business models, grow recurring revenues and minimize open source risk. Our Vulnerability and Software Asset Management (SAM) solutions strip waste and unpredictability out of procuring software, helping companies buy only the software and cloud services they need, manage what they have, and reduce compliance and security risk. Powering these solutions and the entire software supply chain, Flexera has built the world’s largest and most comprehensive repository of market intelligence on technology assets. In business for 30+ years, our 1200+ employees are passionate about helping our 80,000+ customers generate millions in ROI every year. Visit us at www.flexera.com.

Find out more
For more information, call +1 800-809-5659 or visit www.flexera.com to learn more about how Flexera can transform your technology asset data.